EMPLOYMENT LEARNING SERIES

Fraser offers step-by-step, group instruction to prepare individuals for employment success. Each series is comprised of multiple learning modules that provide in-depth discovery and learning opportunities focused on a particular skill development area. Instruction techniques include individualization of curriculum, modeling, social coaching, reinforcement, and a safe environment to practice new skills. Series are designed to meet the individualized needs of the participants for the particular session and provide opportunities for skill demonstration. Individuals can participate in the full series or select individual modules based on person need and preference. Series are offered at Fraser Bloomington, virtually or in partnership with community schools or educational programs.

Pre-Employment Learning Series
This series is specifically designed in partnership with a school community and VRS to meet the specific needs of a school population. A Fraser Employment Specialist will provide instruction using identified learning modules to teach employment skills and facilitate the transition from high school to post-secondary employment or education. This can be conducted virtually and in person when permissions are granted. The educational professionals remain present during the instruction and facilitate the student needs and follow through on learning topics.
This service is funded for eligible students by State of MN Department of Vocational Rehabilitation Pre-ETS funds in partnership with student, school and Fraser.

Start with Me
This learning series focuses on social readiness skills for employment and/or post-secondary education. Learning modules focus on self-advocacy skill development, learning hidden strengths, understanding the social complexities of communication in the workplace and self-care skill development.

Job Search Survival Series
This learning series is designed to help you discover your job search survival skills along with tools and strategies to navigate entry into the workforce with a smooth transition. You will be guided to create a tool box for applications, learn about interviewing, and onboarding. Your increased self-awareness will benefit you in generating a positive memorable impression that can land you a job offer.

Post-Secondary Readiness
This series is focused on developing skills to be successful with post-secondary education. These learning modules provide social insights, tailored executive functioning supports and the tools you need for proactive self-advocacy, safety, personal wellbeing and survival as a PS student.

eTRAC
This electronically based instructional tool is designed to help prepare individuals for finding a job by reinforcing general computer skills, enhancing social skills, and building self-confidence. Using a measurable, structured, game-like training, a Fraser Employment Specialist will guide you in both small groups and individually through the electronic curriculum to explore skills necessary for employment.